[Correlation between the effectiveness of translation initiation and secondary structure of mRNA in the hybrid gene cro-lacIZ].
A set of plasmids containing short DNA deletions in the N-part of cro-lacIZ coding zone as constructed using Bal31 nuclease. Development of models of mRNA secondary structure was carried out stepwise beginning from the 5'-end by taking into consideration the hairpins first formed during mRNA synthesis. Comparison of the results of mRNA secondary structure determination and protein production analysis demonstrated a correlation between the efficiency of translation initiation and the appearance of a single-stranded region upon disruption of the mRNA local secondary structure in the translation initiation zone generated by ribosomes. These results confirm the suggestion of the central role played by the Shine-Dalgarno sequence in the generation of a single-stranded region. Some plasmids from the set are supposed to determine protein synthesis by a translation reinitiation mechanism in the absence of Shine--Dalgarno interaction. In this case, correlation between reinitiation efficiency and local disruption of the mRNA secondary structure by the terminating ribosome was also observed. The terminating ribosome that forms the single-stranded region near the initiation codon fulfils the major function of the Shine--Dalgarno interaction. In addition, the possible effect of another mRNA secondary structure region on the translation initiation efficiency is discussed.